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Ethical and Legal Issues in Reproductive Health

The purpose of these articles is to explain ethical, legal and policy developments in reproductive and sexual health for obstetricians and gynecologists.

The ethical and legal articles are published on a rotating basis in IJGO. We aim to publish one ethical and legal article per quarter.

Authors are asked to submit their papers for review to any one of the co-editors. Once a paper is accepted for publication online publication will follow within a month, and print publication will follow within 3 months. By special arrangement with the publisher, beginning in 2021, four papers per year will be freely accessible on the internet.


Endnotes: not more than 25 references. Give only one reference in each endnote. No text/explanation is permitted in the endnotes. Footnotes are not permitted. Simply anchor points in the text to literature, statutory, or, for instance, judicial case authorities. Give references once only. Repeat reference numbers out of sequence and specify particular pages in the text: e.g. [17] (p.86). Do not use the endnote function of word. Input the endnote number manually.

Format for submission:

*Synopsis*- a 25 word or less summary for the journal contents page.

*Abstract*- a 150 or fewer word abstract.

*Keywords*- up to seven key words in alphabetical order for indexing purposes.

*Corresponding author*- specify the corresponding author and give that person’s address and email.

*Author contributions*- Where there are multiple authors, explain the contributions of each author.

*Conflicts of interest*- Declare any conflicts of interest, explaining them in as much detail as necessary.

Previously published ethical and legal IJGO articles are online at:
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